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.0ABSTRACT
) This study analyzes how two bilingual classroom

language distribution approaches affect classroom language use
patterns.. The two strategies, separate instruction in the two
languages-vt.,the new concurrent language usage approach (NCA)
allowing use of both languages with strict guidelines for language
alternation, are obterved on videotapes of a Title VII demonstration:
Project in San Antonio, Texas. The tapes were of students in primary
gradei and were madeduring one school year. Analysis of the
"classroom talk focusis on teachers' functional language use, measured-
by utterances coded according to.function. The results provide some
evidence that majoY concerns' about the adverse effects of concurrent
language use.in bilingual classrooms' are unfognded. No distortions in
functional distribution patterns were found in the NCA classrooms,
and the distributions of functional language were very similar'for
the two a0proached. Feais of excessive switching and encouragement of
'intrasentential code-switching "were not substantiated. NCA teachers
did tend to favor English,'but the overall ratio of Spanish to
English use was, not excessively unbalanCed. Evidence was found that
the fundamental assumption of the NCA, that students tend to follow
the teacher's lead in language choice, is borne out. (MSE)
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The philosophical rationale underlying g-bijingual oducation.in the United

States has remained trong and appealing to those most directly affected by

the movement, despiterthe emergeueldf adverse political trends. iecent

I- \

opinion.suryeys conducted at national and regional\leve

,abie'Community attitudes towards bilinguarAducation, raging from 70%among,

Nisiinics in a nation-wide sample. (NCBE, 1983) to 93% among Mexican AMericans

id San Antonio (Brischetto, 1983). This per istence of support. is remarkable,

in light of the sensationalized and politics ly m tivated attacks that have

s.temonstrate'favor-
-:

I

appeare0periodicallY lnthemedie.
- :

A contributing.factor in.helPing!counteractadverse politicalstten
A

'

has been important advances made'over the past decade in the_research and

knowledge base tupplfting'bilingual educa4n. These advences

....

hal,;e been

made along several fronts, and include a deepening widerstanding of funda-

\mental s.theoretical principles, a welt as a more coheren t formalization of)

public policy through increasingly refin d palicy analysis. Complementing

these advances-in theory and public poli have been continuing investiga

\ .1

tions into what one writer'labels the "te
\
hnology" of bilingual education.

(Padilla, 1983)-- i.e., those aspects rela ed, to implementation that help

translate theory- into practice. Particular, y noteworthy,nere have been

studies examining the significant features o effectiVe bilingual'education
4

(Tikunoff, 1982). Despite substantial, resear h adv , hOwever,there

remain critical aspects of bilingual ibethodoio y dealing with-tore Clawoom-
,

issues that.seem to have been.largely by--asSed' by empirical .investiga-

.

yons up to this pojnt. One such care:issue reltes to the desirability of

-4 ' ; 4 1

separating languages during content instruction in bilingual clasgrooms.



Classrooms'

ional wisdom within the disciplines of foreign language and .second

leingba ation in-the UnitOd. States has dictated that languages should be

maintaine ricily separate. According.to one of earliest proponents of
.* I . p

bilingbArtducation rn its modern-day version s.is.particularlycrucial
\..

in hil aLa1 (dual- medium) education if th jectfve is to maintain-both

language rather thai simply -to transfer the child away from its mother tongue

to another language" e(6aarder, 21078, p. 58). The,unequimocal manner in Which

,

this conVictir has been manifa*ed bath of these fields attests to the

extent that At has been accepted "a priori" as a guiding principle, eve in

the absence of empirical research invest ating the question.

The issue itself, nevertheless, is of critical' importan-cti2to the class-

room teacher, for no decision "demands more immediate and continuing attention

to the dual-medium,teacher than when, where, and how often-to use' each of the

two languages of the Classroom during the school day. fndeed, it .might be

reasonably argued that no other question related to bilingual methodology is

of more central importance than that of strategies for language distribution

during content area instruction. 2 From a theoretical standpoint, thret logical

a stOCt: separation of the:two languages

allowjor both languageSta:rbeOse&dueing-any given content area

lesson, but with strict guidelines *for language alternation

3. unrestricted use of the.two languages during content area instruction

'A-review of the liteniture reveals that Only the firit two of the above

alternatives have proponents among those who have given serious consideration

to issues pf language distribution in bilingual classroomi. The third alter -.-

native, which would allow within it the possibility of continual translationi

/4



as we as, constant unrestricted movement back.arid forth between the two

1 angw;iges, finds no supPoisters the re; earth literature (al though 'tf-ansl ati,
tr

has been used in some areas of the country under the label of ConcOrrent

Translation Approach ). -4

'11 pairticulaly ij oxioui to advocates of the first two alternatives
,

offered above (and interesting point of convergenCe for what, in most

.other respects, are two radically different'rinti of/view) is the phenom-

enon of widespread ''tdransl atidn". (or: more- precisel9 , "interpreting") that

may commonly take p ace' under an unrestricted dual 1 anguage instructional

approach. The cons sus here seems` to , be based on a belief that "when thr:
ei

.1-teacher alte s constantly, sentence by sentence between the* tWo languages,
/

expressing %ach thoughtlirst in the one then in, the °they-lthe child hai "rio

'compelling reasohsto acquireihe new tongue. He can wait at most a few

seconds and camproehend'. in his...own first tongue" (Gaarder , -1978, p. 60) .

At:,-thi,s point, -however the consensus ends beiween those advocating

:Thstructional approach for content development that emphasizes strict

separation of fanguages, and those that would allow fdr substaniial language

alternation, albeit within strict. guidelines , during content area instruction.

Swain (1983, ,pa. 41-43) presents an extremely. lucid case in support of the

separation approach based on fdur ftpdamental arguments

1. Children "learn to ignore the language they do not understand,"
because -singe the message is given in both languages, "then there
is no motivation to try torfigure out what is'being said.in
Engl ish."

441

With the language separation approach (LSA) there will be greater
contextual ation of thekind that enhances language learning1.7
since "stude is are trying to make sense of what° the teacher's
message is; nd teachers are trying to present a message that
makes sense."



'4:

. "Simultaneous interpretation, to which the task of a teacher
using a concurrent approach to bilingual teaching can be likened"
As a difficult task and makes exhausting demands on' the: teacher.

The separation approach\ "counteracts the natural pull exerted

by the dominant position'of the majority language. It helps to

overcome the natural, tendency" of minority language speakers to

shift to the-majority language."

In examining Swain's four'arguments, 'it seems that. ftrs three
. 4

aimed explicitly at a rejection.of, translation as a vfable s rategy

for dual language instruction. The fifst argument speaks to the, Common

r

4

observation in bilinguat proVams (Coballes-Vega and Walters, 1979; Dulay

and Burt,'1978) that when translation is widely employed durflig 6ntent

area instruction,. children will wait for the rendering in theirsprilliarli

1

.language and "tune outu'When the weaker 1 anguage:.,is being used The' third

argument makes the valid ..point that cognitive demands madeduring .extensive

use wt-translatioA are excessive and unreasonable. for already over-
.

burdened bilingual teacher. The second argument is an extremely': critical

qrie for those vino see bilingual,clatsrooms'is potentially

ments for second language acquisition, It too; however, seeills..to be

`directed. at a rejection, of trantl 7.-.° ih a transl at ion- i6roach..,

tjw teacher is .estentially directing herself (albeit unconscioUtW at

o*
tmOtseParate groups of Children (i.e.. iithote who understand more Engli.ish

at one pint and those who understand more ;Spanish at Adother point) ". and ,

. .

hence', N likely to be.. providing input, at any given moment, that is

appropria foreone group yet inainiropriate for the other grout"). Using t

Krasheris terms ( /982 ) , the teacher is nbt likely to provide "comprehensibl e

input" for students who are acquiring Eilglish as their second language when

. .
addresiing students whose primary language is ,English. Likewise, when

addressing those children whose" primary language is Spanish, she will not

likely be adjusting her speech and fraiing her message in a manner that
o
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favors Spanish language acq isition by studentsofor whom that. i their

weaker language. This.seems like a reasonable' argument rov ded that

we are talking about ak ranslation strategy. If, however, we were to

conceptualize a strategy for dUal language use within4ontent area.

lessons wherefn bOth languagei were:Used. 'in alternatingJashion to
r

-develop-step by step; the essential points of the lesson,-withoutj

recourse to ti-ahslatjon, then t is .argument will notlfecessarily hold.

Under such a non trans dual language strategy, an important element

w9uld involve the addressing of all members ottie group (including all

;
.. 0 . .

ranges of relative language p fiojency) -throughout all points of the

lesson. Since the point 'being developed at any given moment is an

t imPortant one fo, Che ongoiTig developMent of-the:lesson, and since the.

pointwillnot be r peated in the other language, both teacher and °Students.

will be working hard together to ensure-that:the message 4s properly con

textualized and' thus, made fully comprehensible. Under hese tircumstances

it seems reasonable to expect that mealOgfut second languageacquisition for

'both groups:of children is litely to take place. This, however, is Ultimately

an empiriCal'question, and one that is certainly worthy of further investiga-
Z

In sum, t e first three arguthellts presented by. Swain in suppoit of the
.

language seP4rati h, approach appear to be valid in terms of their, logic and,

to some extent,,in .terms of their empirical support, provided th4X we assume

the alternativf strategy involves translation.. Mlone`of the three points

would necessari serme as a basis for rejecting aAual language,strategy

that involved concurrent use of the two languages without translation. The

fou'rth point presented by Swain, however, is relevant as apotential argument



.
against any concurrdnt approach, regardless of whether translation is used.

The Issue of whether concurrent use of the two languag 11 inevitably

lead to a favoring of the majority language at the expense of the minority

language is an important'one, indeed: The evidence cited by Swain tLegarreta,

T979) is somewhat weak due to the limited.number of classrooms involved ebUt

there are sfudies that confirm: the tendency of majorityla guages

to be favored when used concurrently with minority language (Milk, 1981;

Shultz,-1975; Ramirez, 1980). Whether or not this imbalance is likely toy

occiir when translation is forbidden and when accompanied by training to

counteract_this tendency is a question that will be examined in greater depth

by some of the data.presented in this study.

A Non-Translation ApOroach to Concurrent Instruction

*s stated earlier the overwhelming thrust of commentary made regarding

bilingual methodology h -favored the separation of:language during content

area instrUctionl, although in practice Various modes of concurrent use within.-

a given lesson have been widely implemented. In my search of the literature

on bilingual 4thodology however, iiiaVe found only'one instance ofa\
currentapproaCh that:has-attempted toprovide-emOiriCalyaltdation'ofjts:

yiabiTity.:The approach labelled New Concurrent Approach, has been irfple

dented on a small scale as aTitle Demonstration7Project,and.,hasproVided.

staff training in the method, followed by data collection'ancLlOngitUdinal

comparison-of results obtained over a three-year perldd 1Jacobsonf1982a, 1982b,.

1983). The rationale constructed by Jacobson for implementation of non-

translation c Ocu rrent approach is based.ona series -of principles whiCh

suggest potential counter-arguments to-the pointS raised by Swain and others

in .advocating strict separation of language during bilingual content area

instruction..



A.summary of, the most salient arguments on behalfof a non-translation

-concurrent approach to bilingual instruct

poidts-:

1. The fundamental pedagogical justification lies on the five'ways

might include the following

in which this approach can increase "time od task" and thus

maximize "academic learning ime' in a bilingual classroom:

a. A faster response is o tained during content,instruction,
enabling_ the lesson to Vow more smoothly.

. There is no need to duplicate the teaching of-curricular
content (as is always-the case with a translation approach,
and sometimes the case with LSA).

`.)

c. Classroom management problems are lessened (and less time
lost) as the need for team-teaching or for grouping by
language preference.is.eliminted.

d:\ Since the instructor is directing the lesson to the'entire
\group of students (and not flip-flopping Ix& and tooth),

all students are maximally involved in the lesson at all

times.

e. All students have equal access to the teacher. With some

"teacher/aide" instructional models'using a separation
approach, bilingual students tend to work more frequently

with the\aides, and engage in less teacher-initiated .inter-

action. This, in-turn, diminishes the amount of "academic

learning time" for bilingual students (Oktiz, 980, p. 15).

Allowing bilingual children to draw-on ,the full

linguistic resources, which includes elements ftom both languages,

combined with a use of communication strategies that are familiar

to-the children, enables them to focus on learning the concepts

being presented during coritent area instruction without the issue

of linguage choice artificially imposing a distraction from this

procesS.

Using both larlguages during all content instruction promotes the

_equal status of each of the two langauges and, thus, more likqly
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encourage, a balanced distribution of the'two languages (Jacobson,

.1983, P. 146). (With LSA, the home language is.often relegated to

''less academic" subjects and is not used for the more "technical"

. .

subject areas sUchlis. math' and Science).

Both-languages eltdeveloped concurrently,! since relevant vocabularY,

and concepts. will'appear over.theCOurse of any given. lesson, each .

of the two languages. Moreover, because the teaCher. is.addressing

a heterogeneous group with differing relatiye language proficiencjes,

both input and interaction strategies are modified to accommodate,

those who are less than fully proficient in the language being

used at any given moment. These modifications enhance second

language acquisition for tho§e Students who are relatively less

proffcient in one of their two languages'.

5.- Language alternation strategies are commonly used in bilingual

communities. Incorporating those aspects of language alternation,

that are pedfgogically justifiable
5
into bilingual methodology'

"could accomplish one of the most cherished but also 16ast

attained goals, noNonly in bilingual education, bid in

education ' settings: that of bringing closer together the school

and the community"-(Jacobson, 1983, p. 148).

The rationale for a New Concurrent ApProach, therefore, in summary form,

is based on the following five arguments: (1) it increases the amount of

academic learning time (ALT), which in turn leads\to greater achievement;

(2) the focus during subject area instruction becomes (for students) the
r$!:*"- .

content and the develdpment of concepts, ,not languagp; (3) by providing

equal status for the two languoes, the approach prpmotes "a psychological

climate conducive to the use of the home language in spite of external



I
pressures" (Jacobson, 1983, p. 8); (4) it encourages second language aCqui-.

sition;-and (5) because it draws on language behavior patterns present in

he community, it promotes a closer relationship between school and

community.

Ultimately, the validity of these fivearguments.Ononly be deteeMinee

01.
through empirical means. There is some evidence to suggest that the fifth

argument is at least based on correct assumptions about.the socioiinguis-

tic context in which many .Spanish- English programs function (Hernandez-Chavez,

1978; Aguirre, 1980; Aguirre and Bixler-Marques, 1980). The first argument.

related-to ach*6ement, will be addressed by evaluation reports soon .to be

completed by a derhonstration project implementing the New Concurr4nt Approach

in San. Antonio. The fOurth argument, related to second language acqdisition

in NCA classrooms, will, be the subject of a futufe study examining.student-
,

teacher interaction in these:classrooms. The second ar.gument, rested:;

to the nature of learning in bilingual Cli4Srooms, may become'sUbject

to some degree la,verification or 'rejection based on ongqing,research'on

bilingual : instruction (e.g., Tikunoff, 1982 ), ''The third -argument which',

Aeals with language distribution patterns, is examined in

via an'analYsis of. videotape samples obtained:1m* a 1981.44

3rOject implementing LSA andAdkinstruCtiOnal models:jnjoui7-0ifferent:

claSSroomS.



Research Questions
2

It is,,interesting to note that both Swain and Jacobson, inerguing
. -.

for contrasting language distr4bution 'strategies, base-their arguments on

a similar assumption that development of the-native language'is a necessary

prerequisite for successful outcomes in bilingual education. Hence, it Is
,

not surprising that each of. then), whpe arguing for quite different instruc-
,

Nona] strategies, should'include as a key element in their positiOn,ascon-

cern that a fairly balanced diStributiO Of the two languages'be pjeserved

in 'the: classroom as.a means pfJpstering growth in botivof the languages

of instruction.

The research questions examined in this study focus On various facets

of the language distribution n-patterns for Spanish and English.during cOhtent,

area instruction, in four classrooms implementing contrasting appro5ches to°

Pilingualmethodology: the Language Separation Approach (LSA) and the New, .

Concurrent Approach (MA) . Two sets of questions arekinvestigated, the

first set involving a contrast between the two approaches and the second

,set examining specific areas of concern within the more controversial and

less widely applied of ,the two approaches the New.Concurrent Approach:

Language Distribution Pattirns for LSA vs. NCA.
4, It

. To what extent are the functional distrjbbtion patterns' foc,rg-'
the two 'languages (Spanish and English), similar in classroo
implementing these two alternate approaches?

hin each approach, 'are there differences between individual
hers in their language distribution patterns?

Distributional patterns of Spanish and English within thd NCA.
J.

3. Are teachers implementing the NCA able to maintain fairly
balanced use of the two languages of instruction?

Ir*Is there a tendency o encourage intrasentential code-switching
when languages are not strictly separated during instruction?

a
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Do students learn to folloW the lead of the teacher in using
the two linguages. of. the classroom?

When languages are'used concurrently during instruction, is
therez tendency for participants to switch backfand forth
between thetWo.languageSover relatively short stretches of
discourse?

Method

Data Source. During 1981 - 84, a Title VII Demonstration Project directed

by Jacobson (1982) from the Division of Bicultural-Bilingual Studies at The

University of Texas at San Antonio was implemented in collaboration with the

Southwest Independent School District in, San Antonio. The project involving

four teachers in two$ools, followed the academic achievement .Of partici-

pating students as they progressed either from K-2 (2 classrooms) or from

grades 1-3. In one school, the LSA was implemented in two classrooms,

whereas in the-other school, NCA was implemented. Each of the four partici

pating teachers was videotaped every two weeks while conducting a lesson

to students.
6

The. data source for this research study consists of the videotape samples .

obtained during content area instruction over the course of one year (1982-83)

of the project.7 There are a totalof 33 lessons represented in this

sample (see Table 1), with each lesson running typically between 20-25

minutes.

(Insert Table

Subjects. All four teachers ere Mexican American and are proficient in

Spanish and English. Teachers C an D (NCA) are female and in their late

1 20's with 4 and 6 years of teach g experience, respectively. Teacher A

(female) and B (male.) are in their early 30's and possess 8 years of

teaching experience.

The distriat in which the Schools are located is in a semi-rural area.

13
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14.0.
in the southwestern outskirts of San Antdnio. In the two schools in which

the Demonstration Project.ls _located,: Mexican American students form ap-
.

:proximately 66% of the total school population. The majority of these students

are froM lower to lower-middle SES, and a majority of them arrive at school

having had either primary exposure'to Spanish or else extensive exposure

to bot inthe..home.

Procedur.: The 33 videotaped:lessons. included in'the sample. were VieWed.

by the ;investigator, and extensive-notes obtained in order to provide con-

textualization information for the subsequent analysis. The lessons were

,

.

transcribed,
8
then subjected to various analyses in order to address the

six research questions..

Data-Analysis. The unit of measurement for functional analysis of the teachers'

language istribution patterns is the utterance. "Utterance" is here defined,

followin ,CherryCherry (1978), as "a meaningul unit of speech, usually bounded by

a pause of one second or more." Teacher utterances were coded by function,

using a category system adapted from Wood (1978), and previously used by

Milk (1980).

Table 2 describes and provides examples of the functions included in

the category system. A reliability study examining criterion-related coder

agreement with this system was carried out in connection with .a previous'

study (Milk, 1980, p. 142) and the following Kappa coefficients obtained:

Inform, K = .81; Control K = .94; Feeling, K = .90i Ritual = 1.00;
.01fr

Imagine, K = 1.00. The overall Kappa coefficient obtained for all coded

categories was K= .90. No further,repability studies have been conducted



in conjunction with the study reported here; however, because the nature

of the data is quite similar (i.e., first/second grade bilingual classroom

data), there is little reason to 'believe that reliability of the codings

should be significantly different from what was previously established.

In order to minimize potential error introduced in the coding process, all

coding of functions in this study was performed solely by the investigator.

13.

Results

Research Question #1. To what-extent are the. functional distribution patterns
for the two languages(Spanish and Enblish) similar .in classrooms imple-
menting these two alternate approaches?

This question aggregates the data for the two teachers foliwing each

approach (Table 3), allowing:a global comparison of the functional distri -

bution for the two langliages across the two approaches. Within the LSA,

(Insert Table 3)

the most salient differences in the distribution patterns for Spanish and

English are for Control where English is used more than twice as frequently,

relatively speaking (22.5% vs. 10.9%), and for lorib, where Spanish is used

relatively more often (43.2% vs. 33.1%).
9

For the other functions, the dis-

tribution is remarkably similar for the two languages. Within the NCA, the

distribution patterns for the two languages are similar, although there is

a slight tendency to use English more for Control, relatively speaking

(17.2% vs. 13.2%).

(Insert Figure 1)

The overall similarity of the patterns of language use for LSA and

NCA can be apprecfated in Figure 1, which provides a visual comparison of

the functional distribution for the two approaches.



Research Question #2: Within each approach, are there differences between
individual teachers in their,language distribution patterns?

(Insert Table .4)

Within the LSA, both teachers used English relatively more often for

control than Spanish, although the discrepancy is particulary marked for'

Teacher B. Within the NCA a similar difference is evident for Teacher D;

but note for C. Teacher C is unique in being the only one of the four teachers

With relatively greater use of Inform statements than Questions. ,(Her

ratio of Inform:Questions is 1.23 for Spanish and 1.59 for English

whereas- it is less than 1.D for all other teachers). This may be indicative

of a teaching style that is more lecture-oriented than tnquiry-oriented.

Beyond this, minor differences exist in some other categories, but none are

particularly striking.

Research Quettion. #3:' Are teachers. mplementing the NCA able to maintain,
fairly balanced use of the two languages of instruction?

#

(Insert Table 5)

Calculatiom of the relative use of Spanish and Ehglishcby the two NCA

teachers (Table 5) reveals overall greater use of English, although the com7

posite distributionof 42.5% Spanish to 57.5% English represents fairly solid

Spanish use given the heavily English-oriented goals of the district's tran-

sitional-bilingual education program. It is not possible to make a direct

comparison on this question with the two LSA' classrooms, since the videotape

samples obtained there involve either all - English or all-Spanish lessons.

Nevertheless, since under the LSA the allocation of languages to specific

content areas (English for Math, Science, Health and P.E.i and Spanish for
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Social Studies, Art and/Music) results in an approximately 1/3 Spanish

to 2/3 English distributiOn'by the end of second grade, it -is quite

possible that the NCA,,with a 42:58 Spanish/English ratio,may actually

yield greater Spanish use in the classroom than what is obtained by a

separation approach as: typically implemented under current practices.

It is worth noting that the two NCA teachers varied substantielly

from each other in their overall Spanish /English distribution pattern

(39:61) vs. 44:56).. This is not surprising, since individual differences

with respect to relative 1anguage.proficiency, language attitudes, and

classroom context would appear likelyto influence heavily the overall
o

distribution pattern for the two languages:.

Research Question #4: Is there a tendency to encourage intrasentential
code-switching when'languages are not strictly separated during in-
struction?

*-**
Out of 3450 -teacher utterances coded in the NCA sample, only

four instances of intrasentential code-switching were recorded.
10

Research Question #5: Do students learn to follow the lead of the teacher
in using the two languages of the classroom?

A cardinal "discourse rule" of an NCA classroOM is that pupils must

follow the lead of the teacher in terms of language choice -- i.e. , they

should respond in the same language that the teacher last used Indeed, the

whole approach is based on the assumption that this rule" can be uncon=

sciously acquired by students through indirect means, and-that it will be

consistently applied once it is acquired. Table 6-compares the two lessons

(one for each teacher) from the earliest point in th school, year (September),

with the '.two lessons that were last recorded during the school year (March)

in terms of the extent to which this discourse rule is followed by the pupils.

(Insert Table 6)



The.yesults indicate that the "lan4traO'Choice" rule. (i.e., Students. must

.answer or respond in Ihesame language being used by the teacher at that

particular.moment) is' `rarely violated the rule was violated only'six

times inthe 554 teacher /student exchanges examined: No difference was

found between early,in the school year and later in the year, but the fact

that most of the children had alreacly spent one year in an NCA clbssroom

undoubtedly explains.the extent to which the rule was already being followed

early in the school year

Research Question #6: When languages are used concurrently during instruc-
tion, is there a tendency for participants to switch back and forth
between the two languages over relatively short stretches of discounts?

The intent of this question is to address the '"flip-flop" issue - i.e.,

the coficern that a concurrent apprOach encourages frequent going back and

forth between the two languages. The question is an important one because,

if the input provided byNCA teachers to be of the kind"that would stim-

ulate adquisition by thoSe pupils for whom it is theii-meaker language (an

issue not-addressed by this study), then it must not onlY-not involve

translation, but it must also occur in sufficient "chunks of discourse"

fora complete idea or a full message to be completed. The difficulty

in addressing the, question, however is that there is no empirical nor

theoretical basis on whicho 'establish what a reasonable 'chunk of discourse"

that would accomplish this goal,might be Ultimately, without further re-'

search into this issue, thedecision of 'what the ideal limits for "number

of utterances between switches" should,be is an arbitrary one, but, it seems

-/-
reasonable to atleast assume that eitherexiremely:short "chunks" (e.g.,.

3 - 4. utterances) extremely. 0ng stretches (e.g.-, 50 teacher utterances,

.which would typically involve 8 '7-10 minuteSjif:class interaction mithoUta
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switch) would violate the fundamental rationale for NCA. The intent of this

'question therefore, is strictly descriptive -- viz., do the teachers manifesi

more or less moderate switching behavior when imptemedting the NCA-in a

real classroom context?

(Insert Ta6le 7)

Table 7 reveals a high gegrettof variability in switching behavior

for the two teachers: Thelrange for 'mean number of utterances per dis-

course unit" for each, teacher is broad (ranging from 7.2 to 31.3 for A

and from 12.9 to'63.8 for B), and in each case the pooled standard devia
,

,

tionfor all the lessons was very close to the overall meaii. This variability

is not particularly surprising given the wide variation in the nhtdr and

content of the lessons included in the sample (e.g., social studies essons

focusing on history:is. math lessons involving work with manipulativ s).

Despite the overall variability, however,- there is some clustering in the

t.

middle around the mean: for Teacher A, five out of the eight lessons were

+ 6,frOM'the,meah, and for Teacher B fiVe out. Often lessont were + 5 for the
77

mean. froM this we can get.a sense ofa typical lesson for Teacher A in-
.

,voliing from-7 - 1.5 utterances in each language before switching, and for

'Teacher B froM 16 25utternaces. :

As we observed in Question 43, thedifferences between the two teachers

are striking, with the central ("typical") range not even overlapping. It

is interesting to note that tie teacher who switched morefrequently,(A) is

also the teacher who ended up attaining the least balanced distribution

'pattern (39% Spanish to 61% English). Whether or not this relationship is

a meaningful, one cannot, obviously, be determined, but this observation does

raise an important' question for NCA implementation -- Zvi z., whethei., in order

to obtai greater balance in the distribution of Spanisii and English it



4ight,niot be deslrableto have less switching greatnieurnumbernf
. . .

utterances per 'discourse unit").than the 7 toll range manifested by :reacher

A' in four, out of,eight Oiler lessons. '

Discussion :

The data presented here, although not addressing the critical issues ef

achievement outcomes nor Of±iecond language acquisition do provide some

basis for arguing that majbr concerns relatedito potential adverse effects on

language use sometimes associated with implementation of a concurrent

approach may be unfounded. No distortions in terms of functional dis-

tribution patterns were observed in the NCA classrooms,and thendistribution

pf language functions obtained in classrooms, using a Separation approach and

those.using.a.,concurrent approach were remarkably similar...Other fears

associated with concurrent use of the two languages =- e.g., execessive

switching and the encouragement of intrasentential code-switching -- were

not substantiated by the data. Although, the NCA teachers did manifest some

tendency to favor English, the overall ratio 'of Spanish to English use

(42:58) was not excessively unbalanced. Finally; convincing evidenceris

presented that a fundamental assumption under which the New Concurrent

Approach is based --viz., that students learn to "follow the lead" of the

teacher in terms of language choice -- is in fact being met in these class-

rooms. This is an important finding,,because the potential effectiveness of

NCA is based on the notion that teachers can be trained to make deliberate
7

decisions. regarding language choice (thus-. avoiding random switches) and that

students can readily acqure kcihsrom discourse rule, unconsciously:i i

directs them to "follow the lead" (yrthe teacher in terms of language choice.

There are important limitations in this study, the most salient of which

is the small number'of.teachers involved in the sample. The system used to



'code language functions (Nestions 1 and suffers from the same deficiencies

as all such systems -- viz. the number of ca"tegories and the operational

definition of those categories arse essentially arbitrary. Moreover, because

of the mdltifunctional nature of many utterances, the coding of teacher

utterances into single, discretecategories inevitably raises some difficulties

in the coding process. Finally, because the analysis is based on videotaped

samples, there is alwayi the possibility that the:languae behavior obtained

on these recordings is not fully representative of the classroom language
-

behavior of the teachers in the absence of the video recorder. The:Fact \\

that both teachers and students had been subjected to biweekly videorecording

sessions for. a full year prior to the point where the corpus is initiated;

however, pfovides some protection against this potential distortion.

Severalimportant questigans for further research are raised by this study.

First, it would be interesting. to learn if the functional range for specific

functions (for example for control or for feeling) is more extensive for

the teachers in one language than for the other. If so; a possible focus

for in-service training might involve the further devd4opment of teachers'

functional range in their more restricted language. A second area for further

study might involve a content analysis of the NCA transcripts to determine

the extent to which there is overlap in conceptual c)ntent when languages are

switched. This information would help address the concern that a concurrent

approach inevitably leads to a certain amount of translation. Thirdly, it

would be interesting to learn if eultyral content tends to be carried more

in one language than the other, or if there is a connection between each lan-

.

guage and the kind of.cultural content associated with it. Finally,_, the most

critical question of all is related to the possibilities for second language

acquisition when a concurrent approach is followed: Is there evidence within

NCA discourse patterns that students are exposed tothe kinds of modified



interaction and input:thatAght stimulate acquisition intheit':weakerlanguage.7

Summary

A major unresolved issue in bilingual methodology revOlves around the
. . 16

desirability of maintaining a strict separation of languages during content-area.

instruction., This study identifies numerous areas of concern that haye been

raised in the literature regarding a.concdirent approach to content area instruc-

tion, then examines data from a demonstration project that has implemented this

approach under close supervision and on-going in-service training. The results

provide evidence that a non-translation concurrent approach when prOPerly

implemented and carefully monitored, yields functional distribution patterns

that are similar to those yielded by a separation approach. Moreover,the con-

current approach does not lead to undesWed classroom language behavior, such as

excessive-switching or<intrasententia3 code-switching. The language distribution

pattern obtained (42.5% SPanish use to 57.5% English use), although favoring

English, is not excessively unbalanced. Finally, in the sample of teacher/student

exchanges that was examined, students correctly applied ttiVICA "language choice
r.

rule" 98% of the time, providing convincing evidence that'Siudents do in fact

readily learn to follow the teacher's lead in switching:from one language to the

other -- a core assumption behind the effective implementation of a concurrent

approach to bilingual instruction.



NOTES

1 This article is based on a paretNresented at American Educational

Research Association 4Iew Orleans, April 26; 1984.

2 There, appears to be no disagreement with respect to the desirability

of maintaining strict separation of languages during language arts and reading,

and:(for. the most part) second language instruction. Fbr this reasbn, the

discussion here is confined to the issue of language separation dUring content

area instruction.

3 Among the instructional models described in a monograph developed at the

BABEL Resource Center (cf. Gonialez, 1976) is the "concurrent model in which

"automatic (alternate) translation takes place" (p. 7). The author, however, is

merely describing alternative instructional models and not advocating the use

of this particUlar model. Indeed she pointi out that this model might.be

"confusing to the child" and should not be widely applied.

"Academic learning time" (ALT) appears to be correlated with school

achievement.(cf. Denham and Lieberman 1980).

5 Jacobson notes that whilvbothintertentential.and intrasententiallan-.

guage alternation strategiet are present in the coMmunity!:.only the former is

acceptable in school settings on educational grounds.

6 The language distribution strategies for the project were as fbllows: (a)

the LSA aimed for 90% Spanish (S) -10% English (E) at the 'beginning of Kindergarter

75% S - 25% E by end of Kindergarten, 50% S - 50% E in the first grade, 25% S



75% E in the second grade, with 100% English projected by theend'of third grade.

(b) The NCA strove for 90% S - 10% E throughout kindergarten; and 50% S 50% E

during grades' 1. r 3.

7 I am grateful to-Dr. ROdolfo_Jacobson Project Diyector,'or providing

access to this extremely rich database. I would alsalike to thank Ms.

Parks, Project Coordinator, for providing information and for assisting me in

,.various phases-of the study.

I yuld like to acknowledge financial support from the Dean's. Research

Fund College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, UTSA in completingthese

transcriptions. I am also'greatly indebted to Ms. Noemi Trejo for assisting me

in the transcription phase of this research study.

9 These figures refer to relative frequencies only The comparisons refer

only to the relative distribution of functions within the lessons taught in

English and within the lessons taught in Spanish. Comparisons should not be

made across languages when examining the LSA data since lessons included in t e

sample are of varying lengths.

10 Pupil utterances were not examined since that is beyond the scope of

this study. Impressions based on viewing the videotapes and examination of
.

the transcripts, however are that very few instances of pupil intrasentential

code-switching exist ln this corpus of data.
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fable

Number of Lessons in Sample
by Teacher and by Approach

Approach

Total No. of Lessons

Teacher in Sample

LSA 7

LSA: 8

NCA 8

NCA 10/

g



Table 2

Description of
Classroom Language Functions

Function

Control

Feel ing

Inform` - Q

(Question)

Descriptfon E)cample

Elicits a nonverbal response or
attempts to influence behavidr.
'Includes : command , request ,

suggestion, threat, prohibition,
warning, instructions that direct
students' nonverbal behaVior.

Expresses an attitude or state of
mind. rel ated to feelings, 1 ikes/

dislikes, and humor. Includes:
excl amat ion , congratulations,

approval, disapproval , commisera-
tion.

Provides information.
Includes: statement of fact,
affirmation, narration, reporting,
explanation. -

Elicits a verbal response.
Includes: questions that seek
information or explanation

"Stand up everybody."
"Todos escriban su
nombre."

"Fantistic!"
"Todos dibujaon sus
mipas muy bien."

Ritual

Imagine

Servei to maintain..smooth inter-
action or to manage the flow of '
discoUrse in the classrooM.
InclUdes: Areeting,: call., turn-

taking, formulaic statement.

Alludes to fantasy or non -real

phenomena.
Includes! "pretending' fanta-.

sizing.

"Each state has a
capital city."

"Las ayes viven en
nidos."

"What is he going to
subtract?"
uy quien fue George
Washington?"

"And what do you think?"
"Muchas graci as."

".et's pretend we re
living on another planet."
"Ella 'va a ,ser to

madre ahora."



Table 3

Distribution Patterns for Spanish and English
by Approach (LAS vs...NCA)

Language Separation'APproach: New Concurrent Approach

Spanish

N %

Control 86 10. I'

Feel ing 2 0.3

Inform 342 43.2

Question 352 44.5

(Inf.)

Imagine 0 0..0

Ritual 9, 1..1

Total 791 100.0

English Spanith English

N % N % N %

251 22.5

7 0.6

369 33.1

473 42.5

4,

14 1.3

199 13.2 351 .17.2

27 1.8 47.. 2.3

621 41.3. 866 42.5

600 39.9 737 36.2

0 0.0 0.2''

56 3.7 31 1.5

1114. 100.0 1503 99.9 2037 99.9.



Table 4

Distribution Patterns for Spanish
and English by Teacher

Spanish

Language

Teacher' A

Separation Approach

Spanish

'Teacher B

Spanish

New

Teacher C

Concurrent Approach

Spanish'

Teacher .0

English English; English.
.

, English

S N

, .

Control "42 12.7 104 18.0 44 9.5 147 27.4 42 8.9 62 8.3 X157 15.2 289 22.5

Feeling 2 0.6 1 0.2 0 0.0 6 1-1 8 1.7 2 0.3 19 1 8
'..N

45 3.5

Inform 137 41.5 190 32.9 205 44.5 179 33.4 226 47.8 413 55.0 395 38.3 453 35.2

Question 145 43.9 274 47.4 -207 44:9 -1gg 37.1 184 38.9 260 34.6 416 40.4 477 197.1

(Int) ,-

Imagine 0.0 ,0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 0.5 0 0.0 1 0.1

Ritual 4 1.2 9' _1.6 5 1.1 5 0.9 13 2.7 10 1.3 43 4.2 21 1.6

Total 330 99.9 578 100.1 461 100.0 536 99.9 473 100.0 751 100.0 1030 99.9 1286 100.0



Table .5

Relative Use of Spanish and English

by NCA Teachers
a

Tedcher Teacher D.

Composite
(C and D)

Percent Spanish'
Utterances

38.6

Percent English
Utterance's

44.5 42.5

55.5 -57.5



Table 6

Pupil Appl ication of :NCA
9.anguage Choice" Rul e

No, of
Teacher/Student

Exchanges

No . of Times

"Language Choice,"
Rule is Followed

% Application
of Rule

September

March



Table 7

Mean No of Utterances
per Discourse Unita

in NCA Sample

Lesson No.
"Teacher A

N

Teacher B
SD X SD:

1 15.2 2.4 5 30.0. 9.4

2 7.4 5.1 21 22.9 26.2 13

3 25.1 21.2 7 46.2 5.6 -5

4 8.8 6.2 18 21.2 19.8 5

5 7.2 3.8 22 25.4 8.9 8

6 31.3 20.8 9' 34.0 26.9 10

7 11.7 3.9 6. 63.8 26.8 4'

8 31.0 20.1 4. 14.0 7.5 25

9 _---, ___ 22.0 28.3 10

10 ___ 12.9 8.8 31

Overall
,(Pooled)

13.0 13.3 92 20.6 .5 115

a"Discourse Unit" is defined'here by language choice.. It refers to the number of
utterances made by the teacher in one language before switching to,the other
language.

'N refers to number of discourse units in the lesson.
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